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Documerlt 486 summariz~s pt'ev1otlsiy exPre~sea: Japanese views With 
t$speot to ~he qualification of North American salmon stocks under t~e fir,t 
condition for abstention and presents the Japanese position rega.rding the PNI~'" 
ent status of research and management for North American salmon. As such.. the 
document contains no scientific evidence. 'tbr review bi the Scient~fic Sub-Com
mittee of the Ad Hoc Committee on Abstention. It does, however, contain same 
statements bearing upon scientific evidenc'e previously presented ,by the United 
states which can be commented on at this time,. Further comments may b:e made 
by the United Statee after .additional study of this d~ument. 

With regard to one matter referred to in Document 486-namely. the 
question of maintaining escapements at levels which provide the maximum average 

---yi-elds-et .No:r,-th-Amer-ican-salmon-it is necessary in- the-ease-of Bristo!!. -BaY1-ed
·salmon, at least, to consider not only the coastal fisherY which intensively . 
expl01t~ the sto,ck ·.(anti, indeed, is capable of catching practically ·all of the 
fish as .:they return to their spawning grounds) but ' also the Japanese mothership 
fishery in the Nor.th Pacific Ocean and Bering Seao 

The Japanese mothership fishery is highly mobile and capable of 
catching millions of salmon in a matter of a few days. Clearly, the remov~l 
of vast quantities of salmon 'on the high seas constitutes a -very serious 
problem in maintaining escapements, and achieving the max:i.mum sustainable 
~~. -

The problem of maintaining escapements of ~istol Bay re~ salmon 
(not to mention other North American salmon stocks) in the presen~e of the 
high seas Japanese mothers hip fishery draws attention to additional problems. 
As has long been recognized by fisheries sqientists of Canada, Japan and the 
United Statee, an analysiS of the relation between escapement and resulting 
return lends itself directly to' the question of utilization of a salmon stock 
and the question of salmon abstentiono . 

To carry out an analysis of the relation between escapement and 
resulting return, it is ne~essary to have information on the size of two 
components~ catch and escapement, as well as the age composition of eac~. 
In Bristol Bay, the United States has a carefully designed program to obtain 
the necessary detailed information on the inshore catch and escapement and 
age composition of each. However, information on the numbers and age camposi
ti-on of Bristol Bay red salmon caught by the Japanese mothership fishery has 
not been made available to United States scientists.. Obviously, this seriously 
hampers the analysis of return-escapement relationships for Bristol Bay red 
salmon. 

As fisheries scientists, we recognize that in order to carry Q~t 
the study of ret~escapement relationships for Bristol Bay red salmon ,on 
a current basis, it is necessary that we be provided certain fundamental 
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biological and statistical data fram the Japanese ~othership salmon fishery-
the kinds of data required b,y Japan, Canada and the United states in the 
scientific management and regul~tion of their fisheries. \<~e belieye that 
there are several ways of obtaining the required information fram the Japanese 
mothership salmon fishery. One way is for Japan to provide the Commiss.ion,r s 
scientists with detailed records of the ,mothership operations since 1952 and 
tabulations of the associated biological data which . have been collected. This 
should be' done without delay, 
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